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This paper presents a method to estimate and synthesize the motion of a character’s fingers in real- 

time during the performance capture process. For the motion estimation and synthesis process, different 

motion datasets are used that contain the full-body motion of a character, including the motion of its 

fingers. The motion datasets have been pre-processed for being efficiently handled in real-time estimation 

process. During the runtime of the application, the system recognizes the actions of the user’s hands 

and assembles the necessary motion of the character’s fingers. By using a hierarchical Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM), the system learns the phase of the gestures as well as the progress of the motion. To 

eliminate the searching process of the most probable motion, prior constraints between segment states 

were assigned manually. During the runtime of our application, by using a forward HMM algorithm, the 

system synthesizes the necessary motion of a character’s fingers in real-time. The presented methodology 

is evaluated both numerically (system performance and estimation rate) and perceptually. The results 

show that, even when a reduced number of finger gestures are used, the synthesized motion can be 

described as perceptually consistent with the ground truth motion data. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Realistic representation of human motion is not only required

n films and videogames. There are various other applications that

re related to virtual reality that require a realistic representation

f human motion. Due to the difficulty of animating virtual charac-

ers by the well-known keyframe techniques that are used in var-

ous commercial animation software packages, such as Autodesk’s

DS Max [1] , and Maya [2] , various motion capture solutions have

een developed in recent years. In general, motion capture tech-

ologies are beginning to fill this gap in character animation by

roviding solutions for the capture of human motion in a highly

ccurate way. 

Among others, Xsens [3] , and Vicon [4] provide the ability to

apture the full-body motion of a performer including the required

etails, such as the motion of the fingers. However, the basic dis-

dvantage of these technologies is the approximated high cost that

s required. Nowadays, lower-cost solutions for full-body tracking

re becoming more accessible at consumer prices. Perception Neu-

on [5] motion capture system provides the ability to capture the

ull-body motion of a performer, including fingers, in an afford-
� This article was recommended for publication by KangKang Yin. 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ble cost. Other commercial motion capture solutions include Mi-

rosoft’s Kinect [6] and Intel’s Realsense [7] . Both of them pro-

ide the ability to capture the full-body motion of a performer.

he aforementioned products are easy-to-use and also are charac-

erized by their low-cost. Their disadvantages include the reduced

ccuracy and the inability to capture simultaneously the motion of

he character’s body that contains the motion of the fingers and

ace. This is especially true when the user is far away (e.g., five

eters or more) from the sensor. Finally, there are a lot of papers

uch as [8–10] that used a reduced number of markers attached

n the hand to simultaneously track and reconstruct the hand in

eal-time, quite accurately and with low computational cost, how-

ver, none of these are provided as commercial packages that can

e used by a wide range a people. 

Real-time finger motion synthesis can be beneficial in applica-

ions that are related to virtual reality (i.e., in tele-presence), since

arious perceptual studies indicate [11–13] that the meaning of a

haracter’s motion is enhanced. Thus, inspired from the aforemen-

ioned perceptual studies, a methodology for synthesizing the mo-

ion of a character’s fingers is presented in this paper (see Fig. 1 ).

t should be noted that the proposed method was not developed to

eplicate the gestures that are performed by a user’s fingers. It is

sed to enhance the naturalness of an animated character in case

hat a motion capture device is not able to capture simultaneously

he full-body motion of a user and the motion of its fingers. It does

o by automatically estimating a possible gesture that matches the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2017.03.001
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cag
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cag.2017.03.001&domain=pdf
mailto:christos@cs.siu.edu
mailto:canag@ct.aegean.gr
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2017.03.001
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Fig. 1. The presented method estimates and synthesizes in real-time the motion of a character’s fingers during the performance capture process based on a number of 

example finger gestures that are contained in a database. 
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a  
user’s performance based on examples of finger gestures that are

contained in a database. 

The methodology that is presented has been divided into three

basic steps, namely an off-line step in which the motion data is

pre-processed, the learning process of the model’s parameters, and

the on-line phase in which the motion of the fingers is estimated

and synthesized. During the off-line phase, the motion sequences

are downsampled in order to match the sampling rate of the data

with the sampling rate of the motion capture system. Then, the

motion data is segmented into different phases according to the

speed of a character’s wrist. Similar gestures are clustered auto-

matically by the k -means clustering technique. The clustering pro-

cess is very helpful, since it allows one to train a single finger ges-

ture output when multiple inputs from hand motion are used. The

motion features that characterize the spatiotemporal characteris-

tics of the segments are computed and are composed in feature

vectors. Having composed the feature vector of the fingers and the

hand by using a multivariate mapping process, the feature vectors

of the fingers are mapped to the feature vectors of the wrist. 

After completing the previously mentioned off-line process, the

system should be able to estimate and synthesize the motion of a

character’s fingers based on the performance capture process of a

user. In order to provide to a user the ability to perform freeform

actions with his hands a hierarchical HMM method was developed

to handle, firstly, the different segment phases of the motion, and

secondly to handle the progress of the motion segment itself. To

achieve this, a two-level training approach is used to learn the sys-

tem the segment states and the motion progression states. Finally,

by using a forward HMM algorithm, the system estimates the state

in which the input motion belongs and the progression of the char-

acter’s finger motion. 

For the performance capture process, Microsoft’s Kinect (ver-

sion 2.0) motion capture device was used. It should be noted

that Kinect provides the orientation parameters of the user’s hand,

which had been shown to be important for the finger recognition

process [14] . The user is able to perform freeform actions with its

hand, and the system estimates and synthesizes in real-time the

required motion of a character’s fingers. 

The presented methodology was tested both numerically (sys-

tem performance and estimation rate) and perceptually by using

the motion data provided in [15] . Specifically, the datasets contain

motion sequences that are divided into the following parts: a large

dataset, freeform motions related to instructions, and conversation-

related and debate-related finger gestures. The large dataset con-

tains eight repetitions of eight different gestures (namely: atten-

tion, large, small, turn, wipe, doubt shrug, palm presentation and

ok). This dataset is ideal for a cross validation process. Finally, it

should be noted that all of the aforementioned datasets provide

the motion of the character’s fingers in conjunction with its full-

body motion. 

t  
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following sec-

ions. Section 2 related work to the presented method is discusses.

he pre-processing of the motion data is presented in Section 3 .

he construction and the training of the hierarchical HMM are cov-

red in Section 4 . The real-time estimation of finger motion is out-

ined in Section 5 . The evaluation of the proposed solution is pre-

ented in Section 6 . Finally, conclusions are drawn and potential

uture work is discussed in Section 7 . 

. Related work 

The presented methodology lies within a variety of areas,

amely: finger animation, performance animation, and score fol-

owing. Each of which is presented in the following sections. 

.1. Finger animation 

Finger animation techniques include keyframing, motion cap-

ure, data-driven, and procedural (kinematics and physics). A com-

rehensive article that describes the majority of finger animation

echniques that have been developed during the past years can be

ound in [16] . 

Data-driven techniques synthesize the finger animation using

xample data retrieved from motion capture systems. One of the

rst data-driven methodologies for automatically assembling finger

otion to animated characters was proposed by Jin and Hahn [17] .

n that approach, the pose space distance from the character’s mo-

ion capture data is analyzed and a stepwise searching algorithm is

sed to find the key poses to synthesize the hand motion. Building

n the benefits of the previous method, Jörg et al. [14] proposed a

imple solution that is based on a metric for estimating the motion

f a character’s fingers. This approach is based on the ability to

ynthesize a character’s finger motions by assigning weight factors

o the wrist’s position and orientation, which are used as the input

arameters of the motion estimation process. Mousas et al. [18] ex-

ended the aforementioned methodology. Firstly, they introduced

he phase estimation process, which determines whether the input

otion segment belongs to an active or passive phase. Secondly,

hey remove from the metric the weights by normalizing the mo-

ion features. Another data-driven solution for synthesizing a char-

cter’s finger motion was proposed by Majkowska et al. [19] . In this

ethodology, finger and body motion are captured separately in a

re-processing stage. Then, during the composition process, those

otion sequences are assembled using spatial and temporal align-

ent methodologies, and the motion correlation is determined. It

hould be noted that all the aforementioned solutions were devel-

ped to work off-line. 

Alternatively, data-driven motion reconstruction techniques that

re known as “hand-over animation” provide the ability to au-

omatically synthesize hand motions from a reduced number of
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arker set. Specifically, The hand-over animation process relies on

he ability to add finger and hand motion capture data to pre-

xisting, full-body motion capture data. Hence, solutions, such as

hose proposed by Kang et al. [20] , Wheatland et al. [21] and

ousas et al. [22] , are responsible for adding the required motions

f the character’s hand, even when a reduced number of markers

re used for the motion estimation process. 

It can be stated that, by using whole-body motion, it is dif-

cult to predict the exact actions of the hand. Therefore, task-

ased methodologies for synthesizing a character’s hand motion

ave been proposed. The solution proposed by Ye and Liu [23] is

esponsible for synthesizing the motion of the fingers based on

rist movements and specified constraints that describe manipu-

ation strategies of virtual objects. Other solutions for hand-object

nteraction include those proposed by Pollard and Zordan [8] , and

ndrews and Kry [24] . 

On the other hand, methodologies that automatically animate

he motion of a character’s fingers, while a character interacts with

usical instruments, have also been proposed. One of the most re-

ent approaches was proposed by Zhu et al. [25] . Specifically, infor-

ation retrieved from a MIDI input is assigned to specific actions

f the fingers, while a character interacts with a piano. The sys-

em generates a valid motion sequence for the virtual character’s

iano performance. Similarly, the solution that was proposed by

l Koura and Singh [26] generates finger motion for specific tasks

ith a particular application in interaction with musical instru-

ents. 

Alternatively, physics-based and kinematics approaches have

een used to generate finger motions, particularly for manipula-

ion and hand-object interaction tasks. These include the solutions

hat have been proposed by Liu [27,28] , Pollard and Zordan [8] , Bai

nd Liu [29] , and Andrews and Kry [24] . Other works use sensors

o measure forces [30] to attempt to generate the correct finger

otion. Moreover, Neff and Seidel [31] derived synthesized human 

and motions by using relaxed hand shapes and physics-based pa-

ameters that were retrieved from video recordings. Another inter-

sting solution for animating detailed and anatomically valid hand

nd finger motion was proposed by Tsang et al. [32] . In this so-

ution, a skeletal musculo-tendon model of the human hand and

orearm was presented. The model permits direct, forward, dy-

amic simulation that accurately predicts hand and finger posi-

ions, given a set of muscle activations. Finally, Zhao et al. [33] pro-

osed a physics-based motion control system for real-time synthe-

is of human grasping. Specifically, given an object to be grasped,

heir system automatically computes physics-based motion control

hat advances the simulation to achieve realistic manipulation of

he object. 

.2. Performance animation 

In performance animation, the user manipulates body parts of

 virtual character using his/her own body. In performance anima-

ion techniques, the input signals that are retrieved from motion

apture devices are used as the main parameters for controlling

 character. The required control information is obtained by using

ifferent sensors, such as accelerometers [34] and optical motion

apture devices [35] . In such methods, the posture of a character

s ensured by using kinematics solvers [36] or motion reconstruc-

ion techniques [37] . 

In this paper, we take the advantage of using a motion capture

ystem in order to retrieve the motion of a performer. This motion

s later used for predicting a possible motion of a character’s fin-

ers. Therefore, this paper presents a real-time method for synthe-

izing the motion of a character’s fingers during the performance

apture process. 
.3. Score following 

In order to achieve direct assembly of finger motion data for

he character’s hand, we take advantage of prior methods that are

alled either as “score following” or as “activity following” or as

gesture following”. Specifically, in score following methods, rela-

ionships grow between events that evolve in time. These methods

arget discrete interaction paradigms in which recognition is used

o trigger or select events. Examples of applications that use score

ollowing include the automatic accompaniment of sound in real-

ime improvisations [38] in gesture control of sound [39] and inter-

ctive character control [40] . Common approaches that have been

mplemented use HMMs [41] and Neural networks [42] , Support

ector machines [43] or Dynamic Programming [44] . Our method

as developed by using a hierarchical HMM method to handle

he states of finger gestures. This allows the system to recognize

reeform action performed by a user and to assemble the neces-

ary motion of the character’s fingers. 

.4. Contributions 

In comparing our method to previous data-driven finger anima-

ion techniques, it can be stated that the advantage of the pro-

osed solution is its ability to estimate a possible motion of the

haracter’s fingers in real-time. From the best of our knowledge

his is an issue that has not been explored yet. It could be men-

ioned that the closest are the finger motion estimation proposed

y Jörg et al. [14] and the gesture motion synthesis proposed by

evine et al. [45] . The method proposed by Jörg et al. [14] pro-

ides accurate enough results (80% correct estimates), however, its

ain disadvantage is the required off-line computation. This off-

ine method deals directly with the segmented trajectories. They

roposed the use of a distance function that includes the position

nd the orientation of the wrist. In the aforementioned method

he resulted distances are ranked, and then from the five best re-

ults a cost function is used to predict the motion segment that is

loser to the previous estimated segment. In contrast to Jörg et al.

14] we assign the finger motion estimation process to a HMM

olution. Our method can be characterized by its lower accuracy

74% correct estimates), however, our method provides these re-

ults in real-time, which is a quite interesting improvement. On the

ther hand, the method proposed by Levine et al. [45] (that uses

MM) even if predict in real-time the motion of a character, it has

een developed to deal with the motion of the character’s hand in-

tead with the motion of its fingers. To achieve this, they proposed

he estimation of the hand gesture by using motion features. This

eans that they don’t deal directly with the spatiotemporal repre-

entation of the trajectories of the segments but they deal with an

bstract representation (average values of features) of a segment.

o overcome this abstract representation of the finger gesture esti-

ation, as well as to predict and evolve a motion segment at every

ime step of the motion capture process we propose the construc-

ion of a hierarchical HMM and the use of the forward algorithm

or dealing with the issue of the real-time motion prediction. 

. Pre-processing motion data 

A number of steps evolve during an off-line process to repre-

ent the motion data in a proper way. Each is presented in the

ollowing subsections. 

.1. Downsampling 

The first step in our methodology is to synchronize the framer-

te of the data that our dataset contains and the input information

hat the motion capture system provides. Since the finger gestures
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Fig. 2. The segmentation process used in the presented methodology. As can be 

seen, it is possible to distinguish the finger gestures in five phases. The red line 

indicates the speed of the wrist, whereas the blue line indicates the distance of the 

wrist. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 1 

The number of segments and the number of clusters 

for each dataset that is used in our method. 

Dataset No. of segments No. of clusters 

Large 294 40 

Directions 477 63 

Conversation 369 52 

Debate 533 78 
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are captured with a professional motion capture system their sam-

pling rate is greater than the one that Microsoft’s Kinect captures.

Hence, considering that the Kinect device’s sampling rate is equal

to 30 frames per second (FPS), the captured data of the character

is downsampled to match the sampling rate of Kinect. It should

be noted that, when using any other motion capture device, the

sampling rate should be increased or decreased properly in order

to match the sampling rate of the motion capture system that is

being used for the real-time finger motion estimation process. 

3.2. Motion segmentation 

According to McNeil [46] and Kendon [11] a gesture consists

of various phases. These are: the preparation, in which the arm

moves away from its rest position, the pre-stroke hold, the stroke,

the post-stroke hold, and the retraction, in which the arm moves

back into a resting position. However, as mentioned in [14] , it is

not possible to identify all of these phases. Hence, a simple mo-

tion segmentation process proposed by Levine et al. [45] was used

in Jörg et al. [14] . It uses the speed of the wrist as a parame-

ter, in order to split the motion data into two phases: the mo-

tion phase that contains high-speed sequences and the hold phase

that contains low-speed motions. Another method that proposed

by Mousas et al. [47] recognizes the active and passive phases of a

finger gesture. In this case, the motion data is split while the speed

of the character’s wrist reaches its maximum values. The resulting

active phase contains the meaningful part of a gesture and the pas-

sive phase contains the rest of the gesture that are its preparation

and its retraction phases. 

In this paper, we consider segmenting the motion data differ-

ently. We consider segmenting the finger gesture data into addi-

tional phases that will be able to describe simultaneously distance

and speed phases of the character’s wrist. It should be noted that

the distance describes the displacement of the character’s wrist

from its rest position. The proposed segmentation process splits

the motion data based on the maximum and minimum speed as

well as on the maximum and minimum distance. This results in

five phases. Each segment is characterized by its speed phases (in-

crease, decrease, static), as well as by its wrist distance phases (in-

crease, decrease, static). 

Given a motion segment s i that is represented by a distance

(d 1 , . . . , d N ) and a speed (v 1 , . . . , v N ) of the wrist, where N denotes

the total number of frames of the segment s i , our segmentation

method retrieves segments that are categorized in the following

five phases: 

• P 1 : the distance and the speed of the wrist increase simultane-

ously ( d 1 < d N , v 1 < v N ) , 
• P 2 : the distance of the wrist increases and the speed of the

wrist decreases ( d 1 < d N , v 1 > v N ), 
• P 3 : the distance and the speed of the wrist remain static ( d 1 ≈

d N , v 1 ≈ v N ) , 
• P 4 : the distance of the wrist decreases and the speed of the

wrist increases ( d 1 > d N , v 1 < v N ) and, 
• P 5 : the distance and speed of the wrist decrease simultaneously

( d 1 > d N , v 1 > v N ) . 

A simple graph that illustrates the segmentation process that

is used in the presented methodology is shown in Fig. 2 . Finally,

it should be noted that these five phases describe the ideal seg-

mentation of a single gesture. When dealing with freeform ges-

tures (such as these included in the direction or in the conversa-

tion dataset provided in [15] ), some of the phases might not ap-

pear very often. 
.3. Motion clustering 

Having segmented the motion data, the resulting segments are

lustered in the next step. The clustering method is used to iden-

ify similar finger gestures. Having identified similar finger ges-

ures, it is possible to train our system for a single finger gesture

utput when variations of a character’s hand feature vectors are

sed. 

For the motion clustering method, given the segments that be-

ong to one of the five phases, the system determines whether a

 th segment is similar to a m th segment. This is achieved as fol-

ows. First, we use a dynamic time-warping method that is simi-

ar to those used in [48] and [49] to synchronize the two motion

equences using the character’s wrists as reference. Then, for the

wo motion sequences, the distance between the finger motions is

omputed as follows: 

 = 

√ 

1 

D × T 

D ∑ 

d=1 

T ∑ 

t=1 

(r n 
d,t 

− r m 

d,t 
) (1)

here D denotes the total number of degrees of freedom of the

haracter’s hand, which is D = 25 in our case, r denotes the orien-

ation of each degree of freedom, and T denotes the duration (in

rames) of the segments. Having computed the results c for each

ombination between the n th and m th segments, we want to clus-

er the data. We achieve this by using a centroid method, namely

he k -means clustering [50] . It should be noted that the k -means

lustering method was chosen since the selection criteria of the

edian element is performed more efficiently and also is less ex-

ensive computationally. Moreover, it should be noted that, among

thers, the selection of k (number of clusters) poses a difficulty in

sing the k -means clustering method. This problem is overcome in

ur method by using a solution called “Elbow” that is proposed

n [51] . This solution uses the percentage of variance that is deter-

ined as a function to select the appropriate k based on automatic

election of the Elbow criterion. Table 1 illustrates the number of

egments and the number of clusters that resulted after the seg-

entation and clustering process for each of the dataset that is

sed in our method. 
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Fig. 3. Representation of the multivariate mapping process in a DBN. 
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.4. Motion features 

For our real-time implementation of the finger motion synthe-

is process, it is necessary to find a number of parameters, the

o-called motion features, to use for the finger motion estimation

rocess. Generally, there are a number of motion features that can

e computed from the motion data [14] . In the methodology pre-

ented in [14] , the position and orientation of the wrist were used,

hich has been shown to provide reasonable results. For the posi-

ion of the wrist in a real-time implementation, a calibration pro-

ess should be used to match the input skeletal variations to the

eference data. For that reason, the orientation of the hand’s joints,

nd more specifically the orientation of the shoulder, elbow and

rist, is first considered in our methodology. However, a finger

esture is not only related to the spatial features. Temporal or spa-

iotemporal features may characterize it. For that reason, we also

ompute the velocities that are provided by a character’s shoulder,

lbow and wrist. 

As mentioned, the segmentation process splits the motion data

nto five phases concerning the distance and speed of the wrist.

n order that our system can recognize the phases of an input

otion, two additional features are added to the feature vec-

ors of the character’s hand. They are �d = d t − d t−1 and �v =
 t − v t−1 . Based on the values of �d and �v , one can de-

ermine whether the distance and the speed of the wrist in-

reases or decreases. This allows the system to identify prop-

rly the phase to which a gesture belongs. Based on the forego-

ng explanation, the motion features that are computed from a

haracter’s hand are assigned to feature vectors that are repre-

ented as h t = { r shoulder , r elbow 

, r wrist , v shoulder , v elbow 

, v wrist , �d, �v } .
t should be noted that all of the features are defined in respect

o the character’s root orientation, position, and speed. 

Like the feature vectors that are composed from a character’s

and, we also compose the feature vectors of the character’s fin-

ers. In this case, we assign only the orientation of the character’s

ngers. Hence, the feature vector of the fingers is represented as

f t = { r 1 , . . . , r D } where D denotes the total number of the degrees

f freedom of the character’s fingers. Finally, it should be noted

hat r 1 , . . . , r D are defined in relation to the character’s wrist ori-

ntation. 

.5. Multivariate motion mapping 

Having computed the feature vectors that are provided by char-

cter’s hand and fingers, a way to map the features by using a

ultivariate mapping process is presented. The multivariate map-

ing process is an extension of the traditional mapping process to

andle multivariate data that allows for the prediction of missing

eatures. In multivariate mapping, it is assumed that the same un-

erlying process generates finger and hand motions by jointly rep-

esenting their observation sequences (see Fig. 3 for the represen-

ation of the Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN)). Considering that

 t represents at time t the hidden state of the HMM for jointly

raining the feature vectors that a character’s hand ( h t ) and fingers

 f t ) provide, the probability distribution at time t of the state j of

he HMM with model parameters λ is defined as a multivariate
aussian distribution: 

pr(h t , f t | q t = j, λ) = N ([ h t , f t ] ;μ j , � j ) (2)

The mapping process is achieved by jointly representing the as-

ociated sequences of feature vectors. Specifically, given the hand’s,

 t , and the fingers’, f t , feature vectors for t = 1 , . . . , N the means,
h and μf , and the covariance matrices, �h and �f , are computed.

hen, the concatenations of the mean, μj , is represented as: 

j = [ μh 
j , μ

f 
j 
] (3) 

he covariance matrices are decomposed in four sub-matrices that

epresent univariate and cross-variate covariances between hand

nd finger motions: 

j = 

[ 

�hh 
j 

�h f 
j 

� f h 
j 

� f f 
j 

] 

(4) 

The joint distributions of the observed data are converted to

onditional distributions by marginalizing on the user’s action ob-

ervations. For each time instance of t , the joint distribution is rep-

esented as: 

pr( f t | h t , q t = j, λ) = N ( f t ; μ̌ f 
j 
(h t ) , �̌

f f 
j 

) (5)

he mean, μ̌ f 
j 
(h t ) , and the covariance, �̌ f f 

j 
, of the character’s

nger motions are estimated by combining the learned mean of

he character’s motions with a linear regression of the character’s

and motions (user’s actions during the runtime of the applica-

ion), such as: 

ˇ f 
j 
(h t ) = μ f 

j 
+ � f h 

j 
(�hh 

j ) −1 (h t − μh 
j ) (6)

ˇ f f 
j 

= � f f 
j 

− � f h 
j 

(�hh 
j ) −1 �h f 

j 
(7) 

The foregoing procedure represents a single mapping of the fin-

er’s feature vectors with these provided by the hand. However,

s mentioned, we are more interested in building a generalized

apping of the hand features to the output finger motion. Hav-

ng identified similar finger gestures as a result of the clustering

rocess, we do the following. As a cluster Z contains a number

f semantically similar finger gestures Z = z 1 , . . . , z M 

, we retrieve

 representative finger gesture z i (i.e., the one that is closest to the

luster’s center). Then, the feature vectors of z i are trained by using

he feature vectors of the hand that are retrieved from any other

otion segment that belongs to the same cluster. Generally, the

forementioned process helps to refining the model parameters of

he HMM since, for multiple hand inputs, the system is trained to a

ingle finger output, which means that the system is able to asso-

iate variations of input hand features to a single output. This pro-

ess is quite beneficial especially for the “large” dataset that con-

ains eight repetitions for eight different gesture types. Moreover,

nstead of using a large number of associated hand and finger mo-

ion, the number of output motions is decreased to semantically

ifferent ones. We found that by reducing the number of output

nger motion, confusions of the estimation process are eliminated,

ince, the system predicts the output finger motion even when a

ser performs a motion with variations. Based on the aforemen-

ioned process we should state that we preferred to sacrifice the

ariety of the output finger motions in order to train and refine

ur model parameters better as well as in order to achieve a bet-

er estimation rate. 

. Hidden Markov Model 

This section presents the way in which our HMM is constrained

s well as the way that the hierarchical HMM is constructed and

rained. 
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Fig. 4. In the proposed HMM connections between possible transition states are 

pre-defined. Given the current state, the prior probabilities ensure that the user’s 

actions are constrained only to a valid state. 
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4.1. Model constraints 

As mentioned in Section 3.2 , the motion data is segmented into

five different phases ( P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , and P 5 ). Based on these five

phases, we establish five states ( S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , and S 5 ), in which

each state corresponds to a segment phase of the gesture, and

prior probabilities among states are assigned manually. The state

space of the proposed HMM methodology is illustrated in Fig. 4 . 

Prior probabilities between segment states are set as follows.

When the current state is S 1 , the possible actions of a user could

be to move towards the S 2 or to S 3 or S 5 state. In this case, the

transition probabilities from S 1 → S 2 , S 1 → S 3 and S 1 → S 5 are set

equally to pr = 0 . 33 . When the current state is S 2 , its possible state

could be to move towards the S 3 state or to move to the S 4 state.

In this case, the transition probability between S 2 → S 3 and S 2 →
S 4 states is set to be equal to pr = 0 . 5 . When the current state is

S 3 , which is the motionless state according to our segmentation

process, its possible state could be to move towards the S 1 state

or to move to the S 4 state. As previously, the transition probability

between S 3 → S 1 and S 3 → S 4 states is set to be equal to pr =
0 . 5 . When an action exits the S 4 state, the next action could be

either the S 2 or the S 5 . Again, since there are two valid states, the

transition probabilities are set at pr = 0 . 5 . Finally, when the action

of a user is in the S 5 state, the only possible next states are the S 1 
and the S 3 . Therefore, the transition probability between S 5 → S 1 
and S 5 → S 3 states is set at pr = 0 . 5 . 

Generally, it can be said that the proposed constrained HMM

provides prior knowledge to the transitions between states in a se-

quential order. For each state, the prior probabilities ensure that an

input motion can equally enter valid states. The aforementioned

HMM was developed to provide the user with the ability to per-

form freeform actions randomly. Each gesture can be performed

entirely from state S 1 to state S 5 as generally is done by using

HMM. However, the input motion can be re-composed in shorter

or longer form (than the initial motion data that is used) by avoid-

ing or adding segments during the user’s performance capture. Fi-

nally, it should be noted that transition probabilities that differ

from those that are proposed could be used, depending on the

needs of the individual developer. 

4.2. Two-level training process 

Having defined the structure of the HMM, it is necessary to

train the system to be able to recognize both the segment state

and the motion progression state of the most probable finger mo-

tion to which the input motion of a user belongs. A hierarchical

HMM method was developed that assigns the hand segments to

ordered sequences of primitives. To achieve the ability to efficiently

estimate the motion of a user, a two-level training process was de-

veloped. The first level of the HMM represents the segment states

that are associated with the phases of the motion data. A segment

state generates a sub-model that encodes the frames of the motion
ata, which are time-ordered sets of motion progression states. The

raining process is the following. 

Firstly, a motion sequence is considered that consists of a num-

er of segments, in which each segment is associated with a seg-

ent state S i . Each segment is associated to a segment state with a

aussian observation probability, which relates with a hidden state

hat has a fixed variance of the Gaussian’s observation probabil-

ty. Generally, a single example will be sufficient for this training

rocess. However, by using the complete motion data, the model

arameters are refined. This provides a better segment state esti-

ation rate. Thus, our model learns the variance of the observation

robability distributions for all of the segmented motion sequences

hat are used. For a more thorough explanation of the aforemen-

ioned training process, we refer the reader to Françoise [52] . 

After the training process of segments states, there is an addi-

ional training process to estimate the model parameters for the

otion progression state. Specifically, the motion segments are en-

oded in a sub-model with a left-to-right transition structure. A

eft-to-right Markov chain defines each learning example. The left-

o-right model does not have backward paths. This means that the

tate transition probabilities allow to stay in the same state or to

o to the upper state. This model is suitable for representation of

 temporal system. 

More specifically, given a motion segment of feature vectors

 = { h 1 , . . . h N } , the sequence of H is used to set a left-to-right

arkov chain. In this case, we choose only two possible transitions

etween the frames of the segment which are: 

• The self transition: a j , j and 

• The next transition: a j, j+1 

The transition probability distribution from state j to a state

j + 1 is defined by a j, j+1 . In this case, the transition probabilities

re set such as: a j, j+1 = 1 − a j, j = a . A value of a = 0 . 5 corresponds

o an average transition time equivalent to the original motion se-

uence. 

During the training phase, the temporal profile of the example

otions contained in our database are used to create a left-to-right

MM by directly associating each frame to a state of the HMM.

ach state j corresponds to a frame in the example data and is

ssociated with a Gaussian probability distribution pr ( j | H ), which

s used to compute the probability of an observation H in state j :

pr( j| H) = 

1 

σ j 

√ 

2 π
exp 

(
− (H − μ j ) 

2 

2 σ 2 
j 

)
(8)

here μj is the j th value associated with state j , and the σ value

an be interpreted as an “average” standard deviation between the

easured and example data contained in our database. 

Based on the aforementioned two-level training process, the

ystem is trained to recognize the states to which an input mo-

ion belongs and also is trained to recognize the required motion

f the fingers and its progression. A simple example of the two-

evel training process of the hierarchical HMM is provided in Fig. 5 .

. Real-time finger animation 

This section presents the estimation process of a character’s fin-

er motion that is based on the input feature vectors provided dur-

ng the performance capture of a user. The recognition process is

chieved by using HMMs. As Rabiner [53] described, the forward

rocedure can be used effectively to estimate the probability dis-

ribution of a sequence of observations (a brief explanation of for-

ard procedure is also presented in Appendix A ). Thus, given the

nput feature vectors of a user’s hand, ˙ h 1 , . . . , ˙ h t , at time t the mo-

ion of a character’s fingers f t is estimated by the maximum like-

ihood based on the probabilities computed by the forward algo-

ithm. By using the proposed hierarchical HMM, the recognition
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Fig. 5. The two-level training process of the Hierarchical HMM. 
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Table 2 

The performance of the system by number of 

motion segments. 

No. of Segments Framerate Latency 

2 145 3 ms 

4 143 3 ms 

8 139 4 ms 

16 133 5 ms 

32 125 7 ms 

64 113 10 ms 

128 101 14 ms 

256 87 19 ms 

512 71 25 ms 
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rocess should be able to provide both the S i state to which the

nput motion belongs, as well as the progression of the finger ges-

ure. During the runtime, the state and progression of a gesture is

ased on a forward inference procedure [54] . Thus, the proposed

ethod for each input motion of a user evaluates the most likely

tate (i.e., the most likely gesture phase to which that user’s ac-

ions belong) and the most likely motion progression state (i.e., the

emporal position of the input motion within the segment) of the

ser’s performance. It should be noted that, within an observed

tate, the transitions of the progression of a character’s finger mo-

ion are defined from left to right, respecting the sequential order

f the motion segments. 

Based on the previous explanation and given the ˙ h 1 , . . . , ˙ h t , the

tate S i to which the input motion belongs is first computed. The

rained HMM determines the probability pr(S i | ̇ h 1 , . . . , ˙ h t ) by using

he forward HMM algorithm. This process allows real-time seg-

entation in the sense that the most probable states are updated

t each time period. It could be said that the state recognition pro-

ess is similar to the forward pass of the Viterbi algorithm. How-

ver, since each state S i is a sequence of sub-states that form the

otion of a character’s fingers, instead of maximizing the model

arameters of sub-states, the summation of them are used. 

Given the segment state S i to which the input motion of a per-

ormer belongs, the motion of a character’s fingers f t is computed

y maximum likelihood based on the state probabilities computed

y the forward algorithm again. In this case, the system estimates

he f t given the ˙ h 1 , . . . , ˙ h t and S i by: 

f t = 

N ∑ 

j=1 

a t ( j) arg max 
f t 

[ pr( f t | ̇ h t , S i , q t = j)] (9)

here a t ( j ) denotes the probability of the partial motion observa-

ion sequence ˙ h 1 , . . . , ˙ h t of progression j at time t , and is repre-

ented as: 

 t ( j) = pr( ̇ h 1 , . . . , ˙ h t , S i , q t = 1 | λ) (10)

By the aforementioned process, the system estimates and as-

emblies the motion of the character’s finger based on the input

otion provided by a performer. Examples of synthesized finger

estures based on the presented methodology are shown in Fig. 6

s well as in the accompanying video. 
. Evaluations and results 

This section presents the evaluations that were conducted to

nderstand the effectiveness of the proposed methodology. 

.1. Performance 

We evaluate the performance of the system when a different

umber of motion sequences are used. For the evaluation process,

n Intel i7 in 2.2 GHz with 8 GB of memory was used. Based on

he evaluation process, we found that, even when a dataset that

ontains more than 500 segments is used, the system is able to

erform its computations in real-time. The results obtained of the

valuation process are shown in Table 2 . The system’s high rate of

erformance is due mainly to its ability to constrain the searching

rocess by using the presented hierarchical HMM. Based on this

valuation, one can state that the presented method can be used

ffectively in cases that require real-time estimation of the motion

f fingers. 

.2. Estimation rate 

We evaluate the estimation rate of the proposed methodology

y the leave-one-out cross validation process. We used the large

ataset that can be found in [15] . This dataset contains eight rep-

titions of eight different gesture types, which is ideal for a cross

alidation process. For this evaluation, a motion sequence was re-

oved from the database, and the system was trained with the re-
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Fig. 6. Examples of synthesized finger poses based on the proposed methodology (left: finger poses as synthesized by using the “directions” dataset, right: finger poses as 

synthesized by using the “debate” dataset). 
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maining motions. For the estimation process, firstly, the motion se-

quence is segmented in the phases described in Section 3.2 . Then,

a segment was removed and the system was trained with the re-

maining segments. The segment that was removed was used for

the evaluation process as the input motion. The class confusion

matrix ( Fig. 7 ) provides the results that were obtained from the

evaluation process. The estimation rate of the proposed method-

ology provided an average of 74% correct estimates. The results

provided by the presented methodology are lower than those pro-

vided by the off-line method proposed by Jörg et al. [14] . However,

considering its real-time performance, it can be said that the re-

sults are quite acceptable and promising. 

6.3. Perceptual evaluation 

We conducted a perceptual study in order to understand the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed real-time finger motion synthesis pro-

cess. We compared the realism of the results that our method pro-

vided to the ground truth motion data. For this study, we first re-
rieved three different animations (150, 20 0 and 30 0 frames) that

ontained the ground truth data. For each of the three animations,

e “replaced” the motion of the fingers as synthesized by the pro-

osed methodology when varying the number of motion segments

hat were used at each of the states (2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 segments).

e then captured video clips for each varying number of motion

egments for all of the animations. For each captured videos, we

ositioned the camera to provide a view of the characters’ hand

pace (thigh to neck), since we did not wish to show the face of

he character, because it remained motionless. We then combined

n a single video clip two animations, which appear from left to

ight as “ground truth animations” and “our method” (labels were

mitted). Hence, we had a total number of 15 clips. Fig. 8 repre-

ents a screenshot of a page from the user study. 

We asked a number of participants to pay attention to the fin-

er motions and to rate the realism of each animation on a 7-point

ikert scale (with 1 being very unrealistic to 7 being highly re-

listic) after having seen the clip. We instructed each participant

o watch each of the clips no more than two times. There were
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Fig. 7. The class confusion matrix shows the percentage of gestures that are esti- 

mated by the proposed finger motion estimation process. 

Fig. 8. An example of side-by-side comparison animation clips used during the per- 

ceptual evaluation study. 
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 total number of 30 participants (17 males and 13 females of ages

2–47). The evaluation study took no more than 15 minutes for

ach participant. It should be noted that the captured clips were

hown in random order, as well as that all of the participants com-

leted the perceptual study. 

The results were analyzed by averaging the three different an-

mations (150, 200 and 300 frames) for each number of motion

egments that were used for each state. We used a paired t -test for

he clips that contained a varying number of motion segments and

he ground truth data. We perceived that, when a minimum num-

er of eight segments were used for each state, the finger motion

hat the presented method provided was quite close to the ground

ruth data ( t(29) = 0 . 082 , p = 0 . 77 > 0 . 05 , which indicated no sig-

ificant difference). It should be noted that similar results ( p >

.05) were obtained when a greater number of motion segments

16 and 32 segments) that belong to the segment state were used.

hese results can be interpreted as meaning that even if a reduced

umber of motion segments are used, the full-body motion of a

haracter that contains even a limited number of possible finger

estures is perceptually consistent with the ground truth motion

apture data. 
. Conclusions and future work 

In this paper a methodology has been presented that synthe-

izes the motion of a character’s fingers during the performance

apture process when using a number of features that are provided

y a user’s hand. The proposed method was divided into three

ajor parts. They are the pre-processing of existing motion data,

he construction and the training of a hierarchical HMM and real-

ime finger animation. During the pre-processing stage, a variety of

teps were evolved to represent the motion data properly. Then, a

ierarchical HMM was constructed that builds states between seg-

ent phases and a two-level training process was adopted. Real-

ime motion estimation was achieved by using the forward HMM

lgorithm. The system estimates the states of the input motion and

he progression of the finger motions based on the user’s input

erformance. 

The evaluation of the proposed solution showed that it is effec-

ive in real-time, even when a large number of motion segments

re used. Moreover, an evaluation of the estimation rate indicates

hat our method provides acceptable results, even when it is used

n real-time. In addition to these evaluation processes, we con-

ucted a perceptual study. This study revealed that, even when

 reduced number of motion segments are used at each segment

tate, the presented method provides results that are perceptually

onsistent with the ground truth data. 

The real-time finger motion synthesis process based on the per-

ormance capture process remains an open challenge to us. We

trongly believe that an enhancement of the estimation rate is re-

uired. In addition, the size of the dataset that was used is lim-

ted. Thus, we are planning to capture a much larger dataset and

ore complicated examples. We believe that with such a dataset

e would be able to evaluate better the performance of the pre-

ented solution. We also assume that better handling of the motion

ata may improve the estimation rate. Moreover, more natural re-

ults should be generated. Therefore, in our future work we would

ike to continue improving the presented methodology by devel-

ping novel ways to analyze and synthesize the motion of a char-

cter’s fingers in real-time. Finally, we would like to improve our

ethod by investigating a way to smooth the output of the hierar-

hical HMM in order to ensure the required smoothness between

he motion segments. 

ppendix A. The forward procedure 

According to Rabiner [53] , the forward procedure can be used

ffectively to estimate the probability distribution of a sequence of

bservations ˙ h 1 , . . . , ˙ h t . To achieve this, it is required the computa-

ion of the probability distribution variable of the partial observa-

ion sequence, a t ( j) = pr( ̇ h 1 , . . . , ˙ h t , S i , q t = 1 | λ) , until time t and

tate j . This process is computed inductively based on the follow-

ng two steps: 

Initialization: 

 1 ( j) = π j pr( j| h 1 ) 

.t. 

 ≤ j ≤ N 

here π denotes the initial state distribution, and pr ( j | h 1 ) is the

bservation probability distribution. 

Induction: 

 t+1 ( j) = 

[
N ∑ 

t=1 

a t ( j ) a j, j+1 

]
pr( j | h t+1 ) 

.t. 
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1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ N 

where a j, j+1 denotes the state transition probability distribution. 

Based on the aforementioned, from the a t ( j ) variable, a variety

of quantities cam be computed such as the likelihood of the se-

quence that evolves, the first moment and the time progression of

the sequence, and the variance. For a more thorough explanation

of the forward algorithm, we refer the reader to Rabiner [53] , Ra-

biner and Juang [55] , and Russell and Norvig [56] . Finally, it should

be noted that, in our case, we compute the likelihood function,

which can be used directly as a similarity measure between the

input motion performed by a user and the example motions con-

tained in our database. 

Supplementary material 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be

found, in the online version, at 10.1016/j.cag.2017.03.001 . 
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